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Abstract: Human missions to Mars will benefit
from precursor missions that achieve important science
and human health and safety milestones. A human hab-
itation and operations system in the vicinity of the
Moon has for many years been assessed as the neces-
sary “transition facility” between the capabilities being
developed on ISS in LEO and the mission that will
carry humans to Mars. The current incarnation of such
a system in cis-lunar space is the Deep Space Gateway
(DSG), which should be outfitted to enable science at
its operations site and, critically, prepare for scientific
operations at Mars, the ultimate goal for human explo-
ration.

Capable missions that use new telerobotic capabili-
ties for increasingly autonomous investigation with
large and complex instrument suites, have more sub-
stantial landed and sample acquisition mass, and
demonstrate relevant entry techniques could be im-
portant risk mitigation and improve the combined life
cycle costs when the science and human missions are
considered together. The Deep Space Gateway can
enable these technologies, reduce cost and risk to Mars
science missions, and eventually human missions to
Mars. Autonomously mapping water or other mineral
resources on the lunar surface, processing data locally
using high performance spaceflight computing capabil-
ities, and returning results to Earth could be demon-
strated and improved at the DSG before being used at
Mars. Telerobotic mobility technologies and relevant
power systems could enable more capable surface in-
vestigation platforms. The DSG architecture enables
lunar science to be conducted with robotic sample re-
turn using an aggregation point much like the Mars
architecture, making crew operations and collaboration
between crewmembers and scientists on Earth relevant
to Mars missions. These Mars missions would be more
likely to be conducted concurrently with a lunar sci-
ence campaign, or shortly thereafter, when components
for the mobility, power, and launch platforms are the
same.

If, in addition to robots, astronauts are on the lunar
surface, demonstration of different protocols for robot-
astronaut cooperation can be explored in depth, which
will be critical for scientific exploration of Mars. Spe-
cifically, processes for identification of attractive lunar
samples via different roles for humans and robots will
be important preparation for Mars exploration. One of

the benefits of using the DSG is the ability of the crew
to manage the inspection and quarantine of the sam-
ples, confirming that the sample cache is contained and
not damaged. The DSG’s logistics trail (i.e.,Orion) will
allow very large samples to be returned to Earth.

The DSG provides an important capability for both
lunar and Mars mission science and allows for a broad
range of potential missions to benefit. At the same time
it is a platform for preparing humans to venture deeper
into space. Crews can use this platform to prepare for
critical science that will be performed on the way to
Mars and on the return. This further links the science
and exploration endeavors in a way which benefits both
and provides for exciting near-term discoveries.
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